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Do you have a terrible, incompetent neighbor? Does your annoying coworker never shut up? Do
you have to deal with shitty people every day? Are you trying to find an unique novelty gift for your
best friend? Sometimes, you just need to swear at someone... Join the foulmouthed masses and
unwind with Memos to Shitty People, an adult coloring book designed for sweary relaxation. Color
designs featuring humorous and delightfully vulgar phrases like "Seriously, Bitch?" and "Oh look...
the fuck-up fairy has visited!". With over 39 designs, each page is replete with innocent animals,
hidden critters for you to find, and beautiful flowers and foliage for you to color away while letting
your steam out. Includes a digital bonus at the back of the book.
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I want to start out by saying that I own many adult coloring books but this is my first ever purchase
of a James Alexander one and it definitely will NOT be my last. I am so impressed by his designs
and style and cannot wait to get more of his books. Not only did I like this book because of it's
vulgar and rude sayings, but because the detail around them is absolutely wonderful.I personally
love coloring animals and design and around the phrases in this book are pictures of animals and
tons of detail. He really outdid himself on this book. Being my first book by James Alexander, if this
is an indication of how all his books are, I will be the proud owner of them all some day.In my video I

show you all the designs and pages in the book so you can see just what I'm talking about. They
are amazing! The only difficult thing is reading some of the pages before they are colored because
there is so much detail surrounding them. However, when you color them, they totally "pop out" at
you. The pages are a tiny bit thinner than normal but I always just place a few sheets of paper or a
piece of poster board in between them anyways to ensure nothing goes through to the next page.
There are no perforations in this book and it's got a lot of pages and designs in it. I absolutely would
recommend this book and if I could give this 10 stars, I would have!! LOVE, LOVE, LOVE it!!

Love me some James Alexander adult coloring books! This newest is AWESOME! The book is nice
and thick with free downloads for more! It's not just boring curse words, it has cute little animals and
fun things to color! Great way put some love into a memo when someone just needs to hear the
truth! Haha! I love all his books and this one, I think I'll have to say MY FAV! thank you!!! Highly
recommend this one- :)

I am happy that I decided to add this coloring book to my collection! The book has 39 different
designs featuring some great vulgar phrases. In addition the book, you also receive links for bonus
designs to print. The quality of the book is great. It has nice pages and crisp lines. Perfect for any
coloring medium of choice: markers, pencils, etc. All the designs feature some critters (raccoon,
squirrel, dog, etc.) and various flowers/leaves. Add this book to your coloring collection - you won't
regret it!

PROS: As always, James Alexander's drawings are guaranteed winners. They make me laugh on
days when nothing else will. Some of the pictures have repetitive aspects to them, but rather than
making them boring, they're just familiar. The theme of this book's new text, combined with not
having to think so hard about the animals and background images, making coloring more cathartic
than ever!!!!Also, buying the book gives you links to complimentary images that you can download
and print at home. Plus I really like supporting his business because he is a really nice person and
tries hard to help his customers. Check out his facebook page!!!CONS: The paper is thinner than I
would have liked, but single sided pages avoid any problems with bleeding through to the back side.
You can always scan the pictures and print them on cardstock. Still, if you want to color in the book
itself, I would strongly recommend having a heavy sheet of paper behind it to protect the next
picture.Also, James created the book in both black and grey, but I had forgotten and accidentally
ordered the wrong one. Not the end of the world. You can always scan the pictures, change it to

grey and then reprint. The advantage to grey is that you can use light colored translucent pens
without seeing the black ink on the page.Thank you, James!!! I had forgotten that I ordered your
book and was very happy to see it in the mail!!!Edited to add: I am including a picture that I colored
today for your amusement.

I am fine with all the phrases, they are pretty funny. What I'm disappointed in is the complete lack of
variation between the pages. Every page uses the same exact font and has the same collection of
background items (leaves, mushrooms, etc). So basically, if you have colored one page, you have
colored them all since it's just the same stuff rearranged slightly. I would have preferred some
variation in the scenes (majestic mountains, valleys, rainbows, water, etc.) At least SOMETHING
else to break the monotony of the same woodland collection on each page. Blah. I should have paid
more attention to the in-book previews.

The pictures have funny sayings (some of them I've never even heard of) and you get nice bonuses
by signing up for the newsletters listed in the book. This author has other great coloring books too. I
chose this one because of the cute animals.The cover is nice and thick, the pages are nice quality,
images are only printed on one side (a must for me), and they are NOT perforated (I know some
people prefer them to be perforated- normally I don't really care, but it would be nice to have with
this book because I would like to be able to easily tear them out so I can give them to people).The
only thing I didn't like was that you see a LOT of the same images used repeatedly in a lot of the
pictures (see my photos). So coloring the entire book might not be as fun as maybe some others
that there is more variety in.***I TRIED TO UPLOAD PHOTOS BUT MY REVIEW KEEPS GETTING
REJECTED. I DON'T KNOW WHY- I was posting only photos with very minimal swearing or none at
all, and no matter how I edited it my review kept getting denied! I see similar photos in the product
description AND in other's reviews so what's the deal???***
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